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From: Terry and Krystie DePue <eagle123@hughes.net>  
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2019 9:48 AM 
To: tjaked@hughes.net 
Subject: Supplemental funding for internet in rural communities 
 
Good Morning -  
I am the technology librarian for Eagle Public Library in Eagle, AK.  In our very remote community the 
library provides the only public access to internet.  We do not have cell service and having the internet 
available for those who cannot afford to have internet in their homes is essential.  Our community 
members will not be able to apply for jobs, communicate with family members, file essential 
governmental paperwork, research how to fix a heater when in breaks, access banking accounts, 
purchase an airline ticket, and the list goes on.  I agree that we need a common sense budget, at home 
when things get tight we have to pick and choose where the money is spent so that we can avoid debt.  I 
agree that the Alaskan government has been funding programs that need to be trimmed. However 
cutting everything in one chunk may not be the best option for our state and residents. My question is 
now that internet is no longer a luxury item how is the library that is run on a volunteer basis going to 
come up with the extra money to provide internet to the community?  We use the erate funding that 
covers 90% of the cost of internet, but as we choose our internet provider for this coming year we will 
need to come up with an additional $5000 to provide even bare minimum internet service (25mb 
down/5mb up) out of our meager budget of $19000. As we accept funds from erate we are not allowed 
to charge for the internet to make up the difference and our library cannot absorb the additional 
costs.  We are not requesting help in a luxury item, but an essential service, the internet is now a utility 
like electricity.  Our community members require access to this service and the most economical way is 
through the library as an access point.   
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
Krystie DePue  
Eagle Public Library 
Eagle, AK 99738   
907-547-2306 
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